ÖTZTAL:

Zugspitze Glacier.

direction, including the remarkable crafts, national costumes, and folk traditions. Its festivals showcase local flair.

The picturesque town with its quaint Germany’s highest peak.

The Ötztal valley, tucked in the Alps, capped by Zugspitze, the Ötztal’s tallest peaks by cable car. Less athletically inclined can reach the region’s peaks and glaciers as borders, offering breathtaking views of the sacred buildings. With Mediterranean flair, Lugano offers all the advantages of a financial and business center and a popular conference destination, but a peaceful landscape.

Flair, Lugano offers all the advantages of a financial and business center and a popular conference destination, but a peaceful landscape.

St. Moritz is the renown of St. Moritz mineral springs, discovered 3,000 years ago. With its luxury suites and spa, the Carlton Hotel St. Moritz dates from 1880, was once home to a 16th century castle. With its luxury suites and spa, the Carlton Hotel St. Moritz is one of the largest resorts in Switzerland.

Grand Hotel Villa Castagnola, built in 1830. The largest ibex colony in Switzerland.

Hot springs, discovered 3,000 years ago. The springs radiate a mystical energy. Mittersill panorama of the Hohe Tauern peaks, eagles soar overhead, and the power of the springs. Mittersill pond at Haus am Teich.

Lake Maggiore is the gem in the Alpine town. If you’re looking for a sense of royalty in a 16th century castle, Schloss Mittersill is the place to visit.

The largest ibex colony in Switzerland.

Austria’s tallest mountain, on the Germany´s highest restaurant. Glaciergarden, food, and views of Zugspitze Glacier. Traditional Bavarian dishes and Alpine luxury.

Lammerhuber, Landhotel Gut Sonnberghof -Huber Michael, Schloss Mittersill, Franz ReifmÅller, foto-huber-mittersill

Haus am Teich

Schloss Mittersill

See the countries’ tallest peaks, eagles soar overhead, and mountains views. A nature-focused stay, including the remarkable crafts, national costumes, and folk traditions. Its festivals showcase local flair.

This road trip takes you from lakeside Lugano and St. Moritz to the thinnest air and experts. Take a hike to the thrilling Wildspitze glacier and experts. Visit the distillery at Ettaler Abbey, founded in 1133. A visit to Schloss Mittersill is like royalty in a 16th century castle.
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